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1. REPORT OF THE STANDING 'COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE: • 

Item 1^.2 of the agenda (documents EB7/73 and Е В 7 Д 8 ) 

The CHAIRMAN, reviewing tfee previous policy of the Beard in connexion with 

the report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance, said that: 

(1) with the provisions of Article 55 of the GcniSlW^ution in mind the Board at 

its fourth session had established a Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance and laid down the procedure for drawing up the 1951 programme and budget; 

(2) the Second World Health Assembly (in resolution WHA2.62) had laid down, 

certain directives for the Board's review of the annual budget estimates; 

(3) the Third World Health Assembly, while approving the general lines of the 

programme for 1952-，6, submitted to it under the provisions of Article 28(g) of 

the Constitution, had called 011 the Board (in resolution WHA^.89) to continue its 

work on the organizational structure and efficiency, with particular reference to 

certain aspects; • 

(红） at its sixth session the Board had re-established the Standing Committee on 

Administration and Finance and instructed it to meet Ik days prior to the present 

session and review the expenditure level for 1951 and the budget estimates for 

1952 and to continue the study of the organizational structure. . 

The Standing Committee on Administration and Finance had met under the 

chairmanship of Dr. Stampar (owing to the absence through Illness of Sir Arcot 

Mudaliar) and had carried out a strenuous programme in an atmosphere of general 

harmony; its report was contained in document EB7/73. 

Dr. STAMPAR, as Acting Chairman of the Standing Committee, presenting the 

report， said the committee had accepted the principle that the Director-General 

was responsible under the Constitution directly to the Health Assembly for the 

"budget estimates prepared by him and that the function of the Standing Committee 
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and the Board was l imited to commenting on those piK>posals# He proceeded t o 

draw attention to certain inçortant recommendations and considerations of the 

report• 

The comndttee had endeavoured to consider the budget from a realistic point 
* 

of view vith the following considerations in mind i (1) certain Menibsr States had 

ceased to be active Menibers and the prospects, of their taking an active part were 

not bright j (2) шацу Member States failed to psy their contributions on time;. 

(3) experience had shown that "while Meciber States тдаге ml l i n g to approve a large 

programme, they were not Tilling to vote the necessary funds ； (4) lack of 

xjocardination during Health Assembly sessions between the committee dealing with 

programme and that dealing with administration and finance resulted in reductions 

having to be decided in a huriy at the last moment, 

By recommending the utilization of additional items of income and deduction 

of certain expenditure items, the Director-General's total budget figure for 1952 

of $8,725*306 had been reduced to 17*901,871, as shown in the footnote on page 8. 

If, however, the realistic procedure of nor>-assessment of inactive Members were 

followed, the committee felt that the funds available could not be expected to 

amount to more than six million dollars. That was a snail amount for the world»s 

health needs and represented a tragic situation when compared vith the sums spent 

on armaments. But the committee had felt that, in view of considerations (1) 

to (3) above, it would be wiser not to forge too far ahead in the current initial 

stage. He was hopeful that the situation would improve when Member States rea-

lized the beneficial results of WHO's work, and it was an encouraging sign that 

certain Member States had in a regional coamitteo suggested a 2C 穷 increase of 

contributions. 

The Director-General had pointed out that WHO had reached a critical stago 

in its development； if it mere not able to carry on at least at the current level its 
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prestige and influence would diminish• He had spoken of the role of UNICEF• 

Funds for the joint programmas for 1951 were almost sure to be available, but the 

situation for the next few years did not appear to Ъе so secure and if WHO did 

not take over the activities of UNICEF the programmes already begun would suffer. 

In considering the General Assembly decision regarding the continuation of the 

activities of UNICEF it seemed quite clear that WHO was no longer the one 

organization responsible for all health matters, It vould Ъе seen from the table 

on page 13 that if Ш0 undertook joint activities with UNICEF, its staff would 

have to be increased by 122 persons. Believing the continuation of those 

programmes to be important
;
 the committee would Ъе prepared *to appeal to Member 

States to increase contributions. 

It was expected that four million dollars would be available in 1951 from 

outside sources, especially technical assistance funds. Although the Director-

General had pointed out that technical assistance funds could only be used for 

special public-health programmes, that allocation brought the total budget up to 

about ten million dollars. In 1952., the amount would be even greater. The 

-uestion had been raised whether such a large sum could Ъе used in an intelligent 

manner in current circumstances, whether the necessary technical experts could be 

obtained and whether WHO should abandon the practice of engaging experts with 

outstanding ability in favour of younger men with less experience. Certain members 

of the committee considered that the task of advising governments was beyond the 

capacity of more junior men thought the general feeling had been that the 

Organization should advance slowly in the direction of sending advisers to 

governments； it was better to send out a few really able, experienced people than 

a large number of less qualified people. 
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A very interesting development in the last few years had been the active 

part played by the regional organisations in proposing projects for the inç)rove-

ment of the national administrations in the regions and the training of local 

medical personnel» 

Finally^ an important point considered was that of supplies to governments. 

It had already been deoidod that no lar¿8 s'orne for supplies should be granted to 

public administrations out cf the régulai' budget^ but in the consideration of 

technical assistance programmes it had been felt that in some cases there might 

be a greater need for supplies than for visiting exports
 л 

The committee had not always held tho same views as the Secretariat and 

although he recognized that the Secretariat -was doing its bes七 in the interests 

of world healthy he hoped the Director-General would agree that for the time 

beings the Organization should progress slowly
e 

The CH/HR1ÍA.N said the Board had three main duties % (l) to decide -wherbher 

the programme presented in document EB7,/l8 m s in lino m t h the gonoral programme 

for the specific period adopted by tho Thiiü World Health Assembly; (2) to 

examine the draft budget proposals for 1952 pu.t f orward by the Dirqctor-General 

in the light cf the coraments of tiie Standing CciTimittoG on Administration and 

Finance, and (3) to continuo the examination of the organizational structure 

and efficiency® 

He proposed to take points (1) and (2) firsts and callod on the Director-

General to indicate tîxe broad outlines of his badpot and programme proposals. 

The DIRECTOR^GENERAL said that for the first tine^ thraagh its regional 

organic ati ons ̂  TOO i/v̂ s in a position to have concrebe knoYÜedgo about the neods 

of the diffvjrsrrl ooiHitri^^^ bli^xr plans .for development of thoir own publio-health 
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services, and the help they required from the Organization. At the present 

critical stage of the Organization it must be decided whether it was -going 

forward or backward. All other organizations at present working in the field 

of health were/ goiijg forward rapidly and if WHO decided to go slow, its 

constitutional responsibility would pass to other bodies. WHO had been estab-

lished as a 'decentralized body capable of handling its recognised function of 

co-ordination and direction of all that work. Its present organization was not 

justified on a budget of less than eight million dollars. He felt that realism 

could be interpreted in a variety of ways and that the Executive Committee of 

PAS.O had shown true realism in demanding that its budget should Ъе multiplied 

ten times within a period of two or three years. 

The difference between the Secretariat and the Standing Committee was 

one of attitude j in the regional committees many countries had suggested that 

contributions should be raised by 20%. It was not realistic to base expectations 

as regards contributions on the preceding year, because the situation had 

completely changed and a few million dollars at present meant nothing in terras 

of the spending in far less profitable fields. 

Turning to the question of personnel, he said the great majority of persons 

required were relatively junior people to work on teams engaged in teaching the 

elements of the professions. Only a certain number of more highly qualified 

persons were needed to advise governments, and the staff of the Organization was 

well equipped for that purpose. The remaining requirements could be met by 

.relatively short-term consultants. 

The United Nations was making extensive demands on WHO, other international 

organizations， including UNICEF, had recognized its competence in matters of 

co-ordination and control of programmes, and bilateral technical assistance 
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authorities "wore accepting Gxtensive co-operation• Tho question facing tho Board 

was therefore whether it т/vas going to assume the responsibility for leadership or ‘ 

ad-vlse the Health Assembly not to co-oporate
c 

The CHâlRîffiNj doilaring the general discussion open
5
 said the remarks of 

Dre Stampar and the. Director-Genoral ттеге a sufficient indication of the 

importance of the subject. 

Dr. van den BEEG
S
 referring to the Director-Generalís remarks, said there 

• _ 

was no disagreement as regards the feeling that tho budget proposed, was not largo 

enough to meet health needs nor to cover Шо possibilities of the Organizatioru 

Moreover, it was recognized that the budget ivas limited by the contributions of 

the countries and by the technical possibilities. 

With regard to contributions, the Director-General had suggested that 

attention should be given to the opinions expressed by countries in regional 

committees
e
 So far, however, only a minority of countries had been in a position 

•to express their opinions in regional committees, and he hoped that those opinions 

could bs confirmed at the Health Assembly, He folt it vjould be unwise to increase 

contributions vàiile it was still so difficult to obtain payments on tiros • 

With regard to the technical limits of M O ^ s work, ho did not entirely agree 

with the Chairman of the Standing Committee
0
 HG agreed m t h the Director-General 

that the greatest need was not for hichly qualified mon, but for men with 

sufficient experience to work in the field and train novices. In his opinion, 

in тацу cases temporary consultants were not the type of man needed, since it was 

necessary that they should have a m d e knoniiedge of local conditions, thich could 

not be acquired in a short time о 

He considered that a rexy important pm-t of the whole technical assistance 

movement for economic devalopiuent was that countries should be prepared not only 
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to contribute money, but, so far as their possibilities permitted, to lend for 

a certain period the services of their test experts even if they were badly-

needed in their own countries. It would therefore be dangerous for the 

Organization to atresa too much that qualified staff and experts would not be 

available. 

-Mr. SIEGEt, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, reporting on the state of contributiens at the request of the CHAIRMAN 

said that because of legislative difficulties the USA contribution had not been 

paid in full in 1950, but the Secretariat had just received the balance amounting 

to $1,150,000, so that 75实 of contributions for 1950 had been received to date. 

After deducting the amounts due from inactive Members the proportion outstanding 

was 8.9诔.Costa Rica had also paid in full all assessments up to 1950, so that 

with the payment just received from Italy, the amounts outstanding for 19^8 end 

19扛9 had been reduced. 

Dr. STAMPAR, referring to the Director-General”s suggestion that the attitude 

of the Standing Committee had not been very positive, emphasized that the members 

of the committee were firmly in favour of the Organization and had no deeire to 

block its activities, but had based their consideration on certain facts. While 

all members would be very happy if Member States paid higher contributions, they 

felt that it would be difficult to spend intelligently a large amount of money at 

% 

the present initial stage. He had clearly etated that the committee felt that the 

budget did not cover world needs and that it was prepared to recommend an appeal 

to Member States to increase their contributions. 

Dr. HOJER was definitely opposed to the conclusions reached by the Standing 

Committee and to the stabilization of the "budget at the present level. In spite of 
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the fact that the pattern of the Organization was only now boing stabilized, the 

Standing Committee had seen fit to rGcoramond that the budget should bo established 

at no higher level than in the past
 &
 He drc ж attention to the many activities 

mentioned in the report in implementation of re coirnnondat i ons of the Health 

Assembly, which could not be carriod out^ owing to lack of funds^ e
e
go，the set-

ting up of expert committees on polionyeli.bisj rhcunatic diseases? dental health, 

etc.> and asked how a new organisation could bo expocted to undertake a -wide 「 
丨，丨论 

programme without the necessary financial means
g
 Regionalization measures like-

wise entailed an increase in staff
0
 Not enough nonay had boon allotted for the 

effective co-ordination of programmes of specialized agoncios。 "What about the 

funds for combating leprosy^ cholera and plague? Action wc.s nore than ever needed 

to attack the basic problem responsible for tho growth of world tension. 

Referring to pEragraph 16 of the Standing Committoo' s report
y
 he was of the 

opinion that WHO should be in a position to oarmark funds out of its own budget 

for staff engaged in joint projocts with UNICEF, aixl should take tho lead in world 

health, or else it would soon be replacod, 

The expenditure level of $6^000^000 was ridiculously small for world health• 

It would not be reasonable to fix a coiling lower than ^7
5
0C0^000

t
 Before making 

any formal proposal, however^ he would like to hear tho views of other members 

of the Board• 

D r
#
 de PAUIA SOUZA drew attention to tho íolloiúxi^ points in tho roport^ 

which he considered to be one of the most important yot submitted to the • 

Organization: (1) tho satisfactory progress achieved in the decentralization of 

services - a matter *which earlier had given rise to some divergence of opinion; 

(2) the emphasis placed on the strengthoning of health servicos of govornmenbs as 

a means of tackling international health probloins - a principle vjhich confirmed 
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that WHO, far from being a kind of super health ministry, was acting as a 

co-ordinating agency in.the solution of all fundamental health problems; (5) the 

importance attached to the training of qualified personnel to enable WHO to 

accomplish its task. 

D r
. MACKENZIE said it was clear that the interests of WHO were in the heart； 

of each шешЪег of the Board. The question was how the Board could best serve 

t h o s e interests. Much harm would Ъе caused if governments gained the impression 

that the Board's reconmendations were unrealistic or were put forward by a group 

not fully conversant with current circumstances. Since he felt that governments 

were not prepared to pay larger contributions, it vould Ъе viser to put forward 

realistic proposals more susceptible of favourable consideration. 

Dr. HYDE thanked Dr. Hojer for his clear analysis of certain aspects of the 

problem and proposed that that statement should be issued in the form of a 

document. 

He expressed deep concern about the recommendation of the Standing Committee 

w b i c h
, Щ his view, was unfortunaté and should Ъе modified. While additional 

f u n d B
 were available through the Technical Assistance Board and UNICEF to be 

deployed in all health fields during 1952, the main issue was the basic structure 

a n d
 the regular progranune and budget of WHO to enable it to Ъе of permanent and 

increasing service to the whole world. 

The question of qualified personnel likewise called for careful consideration, 

and he outlined the difficulties caused in the Western Hemisphere. In that 

connexion the question might well be asked vhat sacrifice might Ъе entailed for a 

specific country by the loss of the services of a particular person detailed to 

the Organization. 
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Speaking on the reference to the defenee effort of s ^ w r a t countries in the 

past year (page 8 ót the. Report)^ said that the statement would be accepted 

reluctantly by a number of M«rtbers at the Health Assembly. Indeed, in his own 

country, the economtc and social improvement of mankind, including the control of 

vas llBlwd with etrategjr of freedom
14

 y
 and formed part of the 

defence agniftst the evil forces of the world• 

He was definitely oppoeed to the statement that Members should not be asked 

to approve an appreciable increase in the 1952 budget. it ims not the function 

of the Board to make conjectures about the finances of governments but rather to 

give leadership to them in all health fields. 

In conclusion, he hoped that the Board would recommend the budget estimates 

carefully prepared by the Director-General in the amount of approximately 

Ф8,000,000. 

He added that the Board might usefully draw up a clear recommendation 

concerning the position of inactive Members vhich, in hie view，should not. be 

maintained indefinitely• 

Dr. DAENGSVANG fully agreed with previous speakers about the need for 

increasing the contributions for Member States. Assessments should be increased 

by 20实 in accordance with the spontaneous suggestion of certain regional 

committees. 

Dr. BERNARD, adviser to Dr. Boidé, supported Dr
#
 Hyde

f

s suggestion that the 

statement made by Vt. Hojer should be circulated to the Board. 

He had been somewhat surprised to hear from previous speakers that the 

recommendations of the Standing Committee would result in slowing down the work of 

the Organization and prevent it from developing at the same tempo as other 
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specialized agencies. That тл/as not the impression he had gained during the 

meetings of the Standing Committee
 0
 Apart from the fact that the 1952 budget was 

no lower than in previous years， additional funds would be forthcoming from UNICEF 

and the Technical Assistance Board
e
, "While agreeing with the Djrector-General 

about the desirability for WHO to be completely autonomous, it -was essential to 

take a realistic view
3
 bearing in mini the amount of funds -Èhich could reasonably 

be expected» 

With regard to a possible increase of the 1952 budget and the offer by a 

regional committee to increase contributions by 20^； he suggested that the pro-

posal should be forwarded to the Health Assembly, 

He therefore supported the view expressed Ъу Dr
e
 Stampar and Dr

6
 Mackenzie ; 

namely, that the Standing Committee* s recommendations were in no way intended to 

run counter to the interests of the Organization, 

Turning to paragraph 34 (page 22)
s
 he said that he was not in favour of 

developing regional budgets for financing regional programmes in addition to 

those financed from the general budget of the Organization, The best way in 

which each government could the Organization was to contributes within its 

frontiers « to the execution of Ш0 programmes
 c
 The suggestion that future bud-

get documents should include information on regional budgets financed from funds 

raised within the region for health programmes should be left to the Health 

Assembly for, decision, 

Dr
0
 АШТОСЮ-PAREDES made S O J S general observations concerning the principles 

•which should underline the establishment oí' ths budget
0
 If the budget remained 

stabilized, the result would be a slomïig clom of activitios
5
 if only on account 

of conbinnlrig devanea.t.i on
ü 
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As to certain countries receiving more than they contributed, he remarked 

that the peoples of thoae countries contributed with the same sacrifice to the 

improvenen-c of health in tüe world as the people of those countries which gave 

greater amounts of money, since assessments were based, inter alia, on ability to 

pay. 

Speaking on the relation between general economic problems and a possible 

increase in the tuaget ceiling, Jae suggested that the Standing Coniraittee ‘ s 

estimates for 1952 did not give a completely true picture of the situation. It 

slioxild. .Ъо remembered that countries were shoving an increasing desire to . 

contribute to the realization of certain programmes of particular interest to 

them. Regionalization should therefore be examined from the economic point of 

view. 1七 vas therefore possible to increase the 1952 budget to the level proposed 

Ъу the Director-General, if a solution could be reached whereby each group of 

countries within a region should make additional contributions to the budget of 

that ref-ion, thereby increasing the general budget of the Organization. It was 

certain that countries would be prepared, to contribute more to WHO if they knew 

that their additionpl contributions were to Ъе used in their own regions. That 

vas a compromise betveen the two attitudes already adopted. 

Professor CANAPERIA noted that the Board was unanimous in realizing that the 

proposed budget in any case vas too small to meet world health requirements, as, 

indeed, it alfaya had been, It vouid be best -to pass to the next stage and proceed 

to a detail^.examination of the Standing Comittee ‘ s report in order to see what 

econonn'es couJ.3 i、
c
 ̂ fT^ct-id under the different items. 

'i'he :aeeti:og lORt： nt 12.10 p,.к, 
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1. REPORT OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON AIMNISTRATION AND FINANCE: 
Item 14.2 of the Agenda (Documents ЕБТ/Т5 and ЕВТД8) 

The CHAIRMAN, reviewing the previous policy of the Board in cormexion with 

the report of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance
>
 said that s 

(1) with the provisions of Article 55 cf the Con¿磁ution in mind the Board at 

its fourth session had established a Standing C-raraittee on Adminiatra-ci: n and 

Finance and laid dotm the procedure for drawing up the 1951 programme and budgets 

(2) the Second. World Health Assembly (in resolution WÏÏA2.62) had laid down 

certain dîrec-oives f -r the Bo&rd's review of the annual budget estimates； 

(3) the Thiid. World Health Assembly, while approving the general lines of the 

programme for 1952-56, submitted to it under the provisions of Article 28(g) of 

the Constitution, had called on the Board (in resolution WM5.S.9) to continue its 

work on tne organizational structure and efficiency, with particular reference to 

certain aspectss 

(1̂ ) at its sixth session the Board had re-established the Standing Coiranittee on 

Administration and Finance and instructed it to meet days prior to the present 

session and reviev the expenditure level for 1951 and the budget estimates for 

1952 and to continue the study of the organizational structure. 

The Standing Committee on Administration and Finance had met under the 

chairmanship of Dr. Stampar (ovxag to the absence through illness of Sir Arcot 

Mudaliar'
5

 and had carried cut a strenuous programme in an atmosphere of general 

"̂••liioriy; its report was contained, in document ЕВ7/7З. 

Dr о STAMPAR, as Acting Chairman ':f the Standing Committee, presenting the 

report, said the committee had accepted the principle that the Director--General 

vas reeponnrbTR vnder the Constitution directly to the Health Assembly for the 

budget estimates prepared by hiu and that the function of the Standing Committee 
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and the Board was limited to commenting on those proposals. He proceeded to draw 

attention to certain important recommendations and considerations of the report. 

The committee had endeavoured to consider the budget from a realistic point 

of view with the following considerations in mind: (l) certain Member States had 

ceased to Ъе active Members and the prospects of their taking an active part were 

not bright; (2) many Member States failed to pay their contributions on time; 

(3) experience had shown that while Member States were willing to approve a large 

programme, they were not willing to vote the necessary funds； (b) lack of 

co-ordination between the Committee on Programme and the Committee on Administration 

and Finance during Health Assembly sessions resulted in reductions having to Ъе 

decided in a hurry at the last moment. 

By recommending the utilization of additional items of income and deduction 

of certain expenditure items， the Director-General's to ta l budget figure for 1952 

of $8，725 505 had been reduced to $7,901,871, as shown in the footnote on page 8. 

If, however, the realistic procedure of non-assessment of inactive Members were 

followed, the committee felt that the funds available could not be expected to 

amount to more than six million dollars. That vas a small amount for the world's 

health needs and represented a tragic situation when compared with the sums spent 

on armaments But the committee had felt that, in viev of considerations (l) to 

(5) above, it would be wiser not to forge too far ahead in the current initial 

stage He was hopeful that the situation would improve when Member States 

realized the beneficial results of WHO'S work, and it was an encouraging sign that 

certain Member States had in regional committees suggested a 20实 increase of 

contributions. 

T h
e Director-General had pointed out that WHO had reached a critical stage in 

its development； if it were not able to carry on at least at the current level its 
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prestige and influence would diminish о He had spoken of the role of UNICEF. 

Funds for the joint programmes for 1951 were almost sure to Ъе available, but the 

situation for the next few years did not appear to Ъе so secure and if WHO did 

not take over the activities of UNICEF the programmes already begun would suffer• 

In considering the General Assembly decision regarding the continuation of the 

activities of UNICEF it seemed quite clear that WHO was no longer the one 

organization responsible for all health matters. It would be seen from the table 

on page 13 that if WHO undertook joint activities with UNICEF, its staff would 

have to be increased by 122 persons。 Believing the continuation of those 

programmes to be important, the committee would be prepared to appeal to Member 

States to increase contributions. 

It was expected that four million dollars would be available in 1951 from 

outside sources, especially technical assistance funds. Although the Director-

General had pointed out that technical assistance funds could only be used for 

special public-health programmes, that allocation brought the total budget up to 

about ten million dollars. In 1952,, the amount would be even greater. The 

-uestion had been raised whether such a large sum could be used in an intelligent 

mariner in current circumstances； whether the necessary technical experts could be 

obtained and whether WHO should abandon the practice of engaging experts with 

outstanding ability in favour of younger men with less experience. Certain members 

of the committee considered that the task of advising governments was beyond the 

capacity of more junior men The thought the general feeling had been that the 

Organization should advance slowly in the direction of sending advisers to 

governments； it was better to send out a fev really аЪ1е, experienced people than 

a large number of less qualified people. 
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A very interesting development in the last few years had been the active 

part played by the regional organizations in proposing projects for the 

improvement of the national administrations in the regions and the training of 

looal щеdical personnel. 

Finally，an important point considered was that of supplies to governments
 # 

It had already been decided that no large sums should be granted to public 

¡administrations out of the regular budget for supplies^ but in the consideration 

of〔teçlmical assistance programmes it had been felt that in some cases there 

might be a greater need for supplies than for visiting experts » 

；,•• The committee had not always held the same views as the Secretariat and 

although he recognized that the Secretariat was doing its best in the interests 

of world healthy he hoped the Direсtor-General would agree that for the time 

being厂 thë Organization should progress slowly. 

The CHAIRMAN said the Board had three main duties: (1) to decide whether 

•the. programe presented in document EB7/1B was in line' with the general programme 

for the specific period adopted by the Third World Health Assembly¡ (2) to 

• examine the draft budget proposals for 1952 put forward by the Director-General 

.ia the light of the comments of the S banding Committee on Administration and 

Finance^ and (3) to continue the examination of the organizational- structure 

and efficiency. 

He proposed to take points (1) and (2) first^ and called on the Director-

General to indicate the broad cut!lne¿ of his budget and programme proposals. 

The DiRECTOIl.-GiüiMjiRAJ. said that for the first time) through its regional 

organization?^ УШО чтас in a position to have concrote knowledge about the needs 

of the different countries^ their plans for development of their own public-health 
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services^ and the help they required from the Organization. At the present 

critical stage of the Organization it must be decided whether it was going 

forward or backward. All other organizations at present working in the field 

of health were/ going forward rapidly and if WHO decided to go slow, its 

constitutional responsibility would pass to other bodies. WHO had been estab-

lished as a 'decentralized body capable of handling its recognized function of 

со—ordination and direction of all that work. Its present organization was not 

justified on a budget of less than eight million dollars, He felt that realism 

could be interpreted in a variety of ways and that the Executive Committee of 

PASB had shown true realism in demanding that its budget should be multiplied 

ten times within a period of two or three years. 

The difference between the Secretariat and the Standing Committee was 

one of attitude； in the regional committees many countries had suggested that 

contributions should be raised by 20%. It was not realistic to base expectations 

as regards contributions on the preceding year， because the situation had 

completely changed and a few million dollars at present meant nothing in terms 

of the spending in far less profitable fields. 

Turning to the question of personnel^ he said the great majority of persons 

required were relatively junior people to work on teams engaged in teaching the 

elements of the professions. Only a certain number of more highly qualified 

persons were needed to advise governments厂 and the staff of the Organization was 

well equipped for that purpose• The remaining requirements could be met by-

relative ly short-term consultants. 

The United Nations was making extensive demands on WHO， other international 

organizations^ including UNICEF, had recognized its competence in matters of 

co-ordination and control of programmes^ and bilateral technical assistance 
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authorities were accepting extensive co-operation. The question facing the Board 

was therefore whether it was going to assume the responsibility for leadership or 

advise the Assembly not to co-operate. 

The-CHAIRMAN, declaring the general discussion open, said the remarks of 

Dr. Stampar and the Director-General were a sufficient indication of the importance 

of the subject. 

,• ••• >-• •
 4 , ：'' •.... 

“Dr. van den BERG, referring to the Director-General
1

 s remarks, said there 

was no disagreement as regards the feeling that the budget proposed was not large 

enough to meet health needs nor to cover the possibilities of the Organization. 

Moreover, it was recognized that the budget was limited by the contributions of 

the countries and by the technical possibilities. 

With regard to contributions, the Director-General had suggested that 

attention should Ъе given to the opinions expressed by countries in regional 

committees. So far, however, only a minority of countries had been in a position 

to express their opinions in regional committees, and he hoped ttet those opinions 
/ ‘ ‘ ‘ “ ' • ‘ 

could be confirmed at the Health Assembly. He felt it would Ъе unwise to increase 

contributions while it was still so difficult to obtain payments on time. 

With regard to the technical limits of WHO's work, he did not entirely agree 

with the Chairman of the Standing Committee. He agreed with the Director-General 

that the greatest need was not for highly qualified raen, but for men with 

sufficient experience to vork in the field and train novices. In his opinion, 

in many cases temporary consultants were not the type of man needed, since it was 

necessary that they should have a wide knowledge of local conditions, which could 

not Ъе acquired in a short time. 

He considered that a very important part of the whole technical assistance 

movement for economic development was that countries should Ъе prepared not only 
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to contribute money, but, so far as their possibilities permitted, to lend, for 
• . . . . . , r . T . , . • •• ••“ - : :•‘ - ‘ . ‘ 夸•

 1
 : ‘ 

a certain period the services of their best experts even if they were badly 

.：.:.'•• • ： • . , . : • f • • • . . • • . . . 

needed in their own countries. It would therefore be dangerous for the 

Organization to stress too much that qualified staff and experts would not be 

available. 
• ： ••••.. 

•厂： • . . .... . . . . . . . . •• • - ‘ • 

• . Mr., SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance，, reporting on the state of contributions at the request of the Chairman, 

said•that
 ;
becausq of legislative difficulties the USA contribution had'not been 

paid： хд full in 19-50, "but. the Secretariat had just received the balance amounting 

to $1,150,000厂 so that 飞％ of contri"bution& for 1950 had been received to date. 

After deducting, the amounts due-from inactive Members the proportion outstanding 

was 5.9关. Costa Rica had also paid in full all assessments up to 1950， so that 

with the payment .just received from Italy, the amounts outstanding for 19^-8 and 

had Ъееп.reduced. " 

Dr. STAMPAR, referring to the Director-General
1

 s suggestion that the attitude 

of the Standing Committee had not been very positive, emphasized that the members 

of the committee were firmly in favour of the Organization and had no desire to 
..•• •• • ... • • • • ‘ • “ ' 

block its activities, but had based their consideration on certain facts. While 

all members would be very happy if Member States paid higher contributions, they 

felt that it would be difficult to spend intelligently a large amount of money at 

the present initial stage. He had clearly stated that the committee felt that the 

budget did not cover world needs and that -it was prepared to recommend an appeal 

.to Member States ,to increase their contributions； 

Dr. HOJER was definitely opposed to the conclusions reached Ъу the Standing 

Committee and to the stabilization of the budget at the present level. In spite of 
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the fact that the. pattern of the Organization was only now being stabilized, the 

t 

Standing Committee had seen fit to recommend that the budget should be established 

at no higher level than in the past. He drew attention to the many activities 

mentioned in the report in implementation of recommendations of the Health 

Assembly, which could not be carried out, owing to lack of funds, e.g. the setting 

up of expert committees on poliomyelitis^ rheumatic-diseases, dental health, etc., 

and asked how a new organization could Ъе expected to undertake a wide programme 

without the necessary financial means. Regionalization measures likewise entailed 

an increase in staff. Not enough money had been allotted for the effective 

co-ordination of programmes of specialized agencies. What about the funds for 

combating leprosy, cholera and plague? Action was more than ever needed to 

attack the basic problem responsible for the growth of wprld tension. 

Referring to paragraph l6, he was of the opinion that WHO should be in a 

position to earmark funds out of its own budget for staff engaged in joint 

projects with UNICEF厂 and should take the lead in world health, or else it would 

soon be replaced. 

The budget estimate of фб,ООО,000 was ridiculously small for world health. 

It would not Ъе reasonable to fix a ceiling lower than $7,000,000. Before making 

any formal proposal, however, he would like to hear the views of other members of 

the Board.. 

Dr. de PAULA SOUZA drew attention to the following points in the report, 

which he considered to be one of the most important yet submitted to the 

Organization: (l) the satisfactory progress achieved in the decentralization of 

services - a matter which earlier had given rise to some divergence of opinion； 
‘ ‘ • • ‘ • ‘ . . . . . . 

(2) the emphasis placed on the strengthening of health services of governments as 

a means of tackling international health problems - a principle which confirmed 
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that WHO, far from being a kind of super health ministry, vas acting as a 

co-ordinating agency in the solution of all fundamental health problems； (5) the 

importance attached to the training of qualified personnel to enable WHO to 

accomplish its task. 

DR. MACKENZIE said it was clear that the interests of VJHO were in the heart 

of each member of the Board. The question was how the Board could best serve 

those interests. Much harm would Ъе caused if governments gained the impression 

•that the Board's recommendations were unrealistic or were put forward Ъу a group 

not fully conversant with current circumstances. Since he felt that governments 

were not prepared to pay larger contributions, it would Ъе wiser to put forward 

realistic proposals more susceptible of favourable consideration. 

Dr- HYDE thanked Dr. Hojer for his clear analysis of certain aspects of the 

problem and proposed that that statement should be issued in the form of a 

document. 

He expressed deep concern about the recommendation of the Standing Committee 

vhich, in his view, was unfortunate and should be modified. While additional 

funds were available through the Technical Assistance Board and. UNICEF to be 

deployed in all health fields during 1952, the main issue yas the basic structure 

and the regular programme and. budget of WHO to enable it to Ъе of permanent and 

increasing service to the whole world. 

The question of qualified personnel likewise called for careful consideration, 

and he outlined the difficulties caused in the Western Hemisphere. In that 

connexion the question might veil be asked what sacrifice might be entailed for a 

specific country Ъу the loss of the services of a particular person detailed to 

the Organization. 
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Speaking on the reference to the defence effort of several countries in the 

past year (page 8 of the Report), he said that the statement would Ъе accepted 

reluctantly by a number of Members at the Health Assembly. Indeed, in his own 

country, the economic and social improvement of mankind, including the control of 

disease, was linked with "the strategy of freedom", and formed part of the 

defence against the evil forces of the world. 

He was definitely opposed to the statement that Members should not be asked 

to approve an appreciable increase in the 1952 budget. It was not the function 

of the Board to make conjectures about the finances of governments but rather to 

give leadership to them in all health fields. 

In conclusion, he hoped that the Board would recommend the budget estimates 

carefully prepared by the Director-General in the amount of approximately 

000,000. 

He added that the Board might usefully draw up a clear recommendation 

concerning the position of inactive Members which, in his view, should not Ъе 

maintained indefinitely. 

Dr. DAENGSVANG fully agreed with previous speakers about the need for 

increasing the contributions for Member States• Assessments should be increased 

by 20实 in accordance with the spontaneous suggestion of certain regional 

committees. 

Dr. BERNARD, adviser to Dr. Boidé, supported Dr. Hyde
!

s suggestion that the 

statement made by Dr. Hojer should be circulated to the Board, 

He had been somevhat surprised tohear from previous speakers that the 

recommendations of the Standing Committee would result in slowing down the work of 

the Organization and prevent it from developing at the same tempo as other 
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specialized agencies. That was not the impression he had gained during the 

meetings of the Standing Committee. Apart from the fact that the 1952 budget was 

no lower than in previous years, additional funds would Ъе forthcoming from UNICEF 

and the Technical Assistance Board. While agreeing with the Director-General 

about the desirability for WHO to be completely autonomous, it was essential to 

take a realistic view, bearing in mind the amount of funds which could reasonably 

be expected. 

With regard to a possible increase of the 1952 budget and the offer Ъу a 

regional committee to increase contributions by 20^, he suggested that the proposal 

should be forwarded to the Health Assembly for decision. 

He therefore supported the view expressed Ъу Dr. Stampar and Dr. Mackenzie? 

namely, that the Standing Committee
1

 s recommendations were in no way intended to 

run counter to the interests of the Organization. 

Turning to paragraph 5红(page 22)， he said that he was not in favour of 

developing regional budgets for financing regional prograrames in addition to those 

financed from the general budget of the Organization. The help which each 

government within its territory could give in carrying out programmes was one of 

the best means of participating as a State in the general activity of WHO. The 

suggestion that future budget documents should include information on regional 

budgets financed.from funds raised within the region for health programmes should 

bè left to the Assembly for decision. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES made some general observations concerning the principles 

which should underline the establishment of the budget. If the budget remained 

stabilized, the result would bp a slowing down of.activities, if only on account of 

continuing devaluation. 
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As to certain countries receiving more than they contributed, he remarked 

that the peoples of those countries contributed with the same sacrifice to the 

improvement of health in the world as the people of those countries which gave 

greater amounta of money, since assessments were based, inter alia, on ability to 

pay. 

Speaking on the relation between general economic problems and a possible 

increase in the budget ceiling, he suggested that the Standing Committee
!

s 

estimates for 1952 did not give a completely true picture of the situation. It 

should be remembered that countries were showing an increasing desire to 

contribute to the realization of certain programmes of particular interest to 

them. R e gi onali z at i on should therefore Ъе examined from the economic point of 

view. It was therefore possible to increase the 1952 budget to the level proposed 

Ъу the Director-General, if a solution could be reached whereby each group of 

countries within a region should make additional contributions to the budget of 

that region, thereby increasing the general budget of the Organization* It was 

certain that countries would be prepared to contribute more to WHO if they knew 

that their additional contributions were to be used in their ovn regions. That 

was a compromise between the two attitudes already adopted. 

Professor CANAPERIA noted that the Board was unanimous in realizing that the 

proposed "budget in any case was too small to meet world health requirements, as, 

indeed, it always had been. It would be best to pass to the next stage and proceed 

to a detailed examination of the Standing Coiranittee
}

s report in order to see what 

economies could Ъе effected under the different items • 

The meeting rose at 12,10 p>m. 


